JD2 Project Team Meeting Notes
Meeting Date: November 15th, 2021
Meeting Time: 9am
Facilitator: Sarah Boser, SRWD
Location: SRWD Office (642 Lincoln Road, Sauk Centre, MN 56378)
Attendees: Danielle Anderson (Douglas SWCD), Adam Hjelm (SRWD), Alan Larson (Osakis City Council),
Bruce Magnus (Osakis Lake Association), Janice Hauri (Landowner), John Maile (DNR), Jon Roeschlein
(SRWD), Randy Neumann (Todd County Commissioner), Emily Siira (DNR), Susan Capitola (Landowner),
Tom Anderson (JD2 Drainage Inspector), Troy Bednarz (Landowner), Mark Anderson (DNR), Sarah Boser
(SRWD)

Boser welcomed the group and introduced herself, and invited others to introduce themselves, their
occupation/agency they are representing, and why they are interested in the JD2 Project Team.
Primary Interest in Project Team from Team Members:
1. Health of Lake Osakis (multiple)
a. Understanding more about the lake/improving the lake
2. JD2 Sediment Ponds
3. Health of Miller Bay
Boser informed the group that the meeting would be recorded for the purpose of compiling accurate
notes after the meeting to share with the group and others. Notes will also be posted to the SRWD
website, on a subpage specific to the JD2 Project Team.
The first presentation provided by Boser explained what a project team is, who is involved, and why the
project team process is being used. The project team is advisory in nature to the SRWD Board, and Boser
will be the primary liaison between the team and the Board, although other staff and Board members
may also bring updates to the Board. Boser invited team members to speak up throughout the meeting
and presentations if questions arise or clarification is needed. The overarching goal of the project team
process is to allow for open, honest, and respectful conversations with the purpose of finding solutions
that everyone can live with. This honest and respectful communication will become even more
important as contentious issues are brought forward and discussed. Additionally, expectations of the
project team were discussed. Expectations include: regular meeting attendance throughout the multiyear process, respectful and productive communication, indicate red flags throughout the process (ie –
permitting, lack of project support, etc.), clarifying personal views from professional views, providing
constructive feedback, etc.
The project team should also have expectations of the facilitator, such as: coordinating conversations in
a respectful manner, serve as a liaison between the SRWD Board and the Project Team, providing
meeting materials in a timely fashion, request feedback and ask for clarification as needed, assist with

funding applications as needed, connecting project team direction back to the Sauk River
Comprehensive Watershed Management Plan.
The Project Team will primarily focus on Capital Improvement Projects (CIP) – those projects are
generally defined by the following factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Large scale projects or programs
Process can take 5-7 years
Cost is greater than $500,000 (usually)
Project lifespan is greater than 20 years
Regional footprint
Requires an Operation and Maintenance Plan

From there, Boser highlighted the information within the Sauk River Comprehensive Watershed
Management Plan (CWMP) on JD2 and Lake Osakis. The two overarching priorities within the CWMP are
altered hydrology and excessive nutrients and sediments, both of which apply to this area. The goals
from the CWMP for JD2, Lake Osakis, and the overall Osakis Water Management District were also
highlighted.
Question asked about data comparison between Smith Lake (outlet) and inlet to Lake Osakis – this
would need to be specifically reviewed to provide an updated answer. There is some information on this
in the TMDL (Total Maximum Daily Load) document ( https://www.pca.state.mn.us/water/tmdl/lakeosakis-watershed-excess-nutrients-tmdl-project ), which is a federally required document for impaired
waters. A brief discussion followed regarding the SRWD monitoring in the area, specifically the schedule
for monitoring Lake Osakis and some of the challenges with monitoring the JD2 outlet to the lake. The
SRWD currently has a monitoring station on the County Road 3 crossing of JD2. A recap of the feedback
the SRWD has received from the public was also provided as this has been an important component of
the Project Team development.
At this time, the Project Team Purpose was presented: The Sauk River Watershed District (SRWD) would
like to identify, construct, operate, and manage Capital Improvement Projects (CIPs) within the JD2
subwatershed of the Lake Osakis Water Management District. The SRWD is forming a project team to
build consensus around CIPs that address goals from the Sauk River Comprehensive Watershed
Management Plan.
Project Team goals were presented. A question was asked regarding whether the clean-up of the
current situation in Miller Bay should be identified as a goal. Boser explained that the Project Team
intent is not to prevent the landowners in Miller Bay from moving forward with a cleanup project in a
shorter timeframe, and looked to the Project Team to find a balance between supporting the
landowners desire to clean-up the bay, while also giving them the flexibility to move forward with the
work that they have indicated they are planning to do in the short-term. Another question regarding
control of curly-leaf pondweed as a project team goal. Boser noted that both of these could be added as
specific goals, and some discussion followed about looking at these items from a maintenance and
prevention standpoint as the group moves forward. Some additional discussion about DNR and control
of curly-leaf pondweed followed. Acknowledged that truly addressing the concerns in JD2 will help
improve and prevent these concerns from occurring in the future. DNR could provide a presentation on
curly-leaf pondweed in the future if that would be helpful for the group.

Some desire to have US Army Corp of Engineer’s involved in the team. Boser will reach out to see if they
would have capacity to join the team, or if it would be more appropriate for them to be pulled in as
needed throughout the process.
Discussion about changes in the way land is managed over time (ie – tiling), reduction in cattails and
wetland areas, specifically downstream of the JD2 Sediment Pond project. Would it be a WCA (Wetland
Conservation Act) violation to use the marsh area downstream of the sediment pond project to filter
nutrients and sediment out of JD2? Boser will follow-up with the WCA contact at Douglas County.
Landowners and Lake Association President Magnus provided an update on the lake association
progress towards a Lake Improvement District (LID). Some debate about whether residents/landowners
want the LID to move forward. Mr. Larson expressed concerns about adding another taxing entity on a
local level, would like to see more state and federal involvement and assistance with addressing these
concerns. Mr. Bednarz provided some additional benefits that the LID could provide, such as pursing
grant funding for the area.
Commissioner Neumann stated that the curly-leaf pondweed and the other issues with Lake Osakis
should not be a focus of this group. This is a JD2 Project Team and the focus should only be on cleaning
up JD2. Recommendations for monitoring JD2. Since there are State Senators and Representatives
involved, state agencies should also be involved.
Boser recapped the discussion by stating that any work done to improve the water quality in JD2 will
benefit Lake Osakis and work towards minimizing or eliminating the other concerns (curly-leaf
pondweed and debris buildup in Miller Bay) in the future. Boser asked if the group was comfortable with
this, and the group indicated that this was agreeable.
A future meeting topic will be a review of the water quality/existing monitoring data that the SRWD has.
Boser wrapped up the presentation by reviewing the Project Need Consensus Survey that would be sent
out after the project team meeting. The surveys will be used to gauge where the group is at on the
information provided in meetings, and to allow Boser to provide accurate updates to the SRWD Board.
Boser emphasized the importance of providing detailed feedback, especially if a Team Member does not
support project concepts or other items presented, as this information is necessary to build the team
and adequately address concerns.
Boser provided a brief explanation of the connection between the work of the Project Team and the
Sauk River CWMP, and how that could bring funding to the projects the team is looking at. Some
clarification/background requested on the goals presented from the CWMP.
5 Minute Break for Presentation Transition
Boser started the second presentation, which summarized the existing information and project concepts
that the SRWD has explored for the JD2 watershed in the past. The presentation began with an
explanation of why CIPs are the group focus, instead of smaller scale, individual landowner projects.
Six types of phosphorus removal technology have been explored in the past. Some of these options have
been primarily used in a controlled, wastewater environment and have not been extensively examined
in a natural or uncontrolled environment. Boser explained how the Board has viewed these options in

the past, and some of the team members expressed interest in keeping these options on the table for
now.
Two staged ditching has been explored, but it has been explored minimally by the SRWD for JD2 as we
are not the drainage authority. Boser invited Mr. Anderson to provide some insight from the perspective
of the drainage authority. He explained that the project cost escalates quickly when adding a two stage
ditch to a regular drainage project, and that cost falls back to those landowners. A repair project on JD2
is imminent – so this would be a good time to partner and work together on a project, especially if we
could bring funding in to assist with adding water quality components to the drainage work. Soil along
JD2 is peat soil, it sloughs and erodes easily, and ends up in the system. Some additional discussion
occurred regarding the current condition of the drainage system, and about how any project, drainage
or water quality, can be impacted by weather. Information about drainage law and the requirements of
the drainage authority to maintain public drainage systems was explained (additional information is
available in MN Statute 103E Drainage https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/103E ).
Concerns expressed regarding timing of projects and the impacts that weather can have.
Acknowledgement that some weather events are not anticipated and or may not be feasible to plan for.
That being said, all team members agree that any project that moves forward should do as much as
feasible to protect the water resources from further degradation during and after construction. Changes
to climate over time have increased the amount of water our systems are receiving, typically in a shorter
amount of time, and the impacts of that. Our water bodies are not all capable of handling the increase in
amount and frequency of water, and that is causing some of the problems that we are experiencing.
Changes to farming practices over time may also impact this. Controlled drainage could be explored to
assist with managing these concerns more effectively.
Other project concepts presented include: an expansion of the existing JD2 Sediment Pond Project, and
restoration of parcels in easement within the historic Crooked Lake Basin. The restoration of eased
parcels within Crooked Lake is a part of an existing grant application with the Lessard Sam’s Outdoor
Heritage Council. Preliminary approval of the funding has been awarded, however, it will not be official
until July 2022 and until then the details are subject to change.
Boser opened the discussion to the group for feedback, thoughts, and additional project concepts.
Roeschlein noted that there is some work being done by the USFWS in partnership with other entities,
so there are some federal dollars being invested in the area currently.
Maile provided some insight on the history of the Crooked Lake area, and the scale of the projects
needed to help address the issues discussed today.
Discussion regarding funding upfront, which is usually feasible, but grants do not fund maintenance and
that is one of largest concerns of the public.
Roeschlein encouraged landowners to reach out to farming neighbors and encourage them to
participate in the project team as their perspective will be important as we go through this process.
Boser will send a second survey on the project concepts, will send that along with the meeting notes and
the project need survey.

Next meeting topics: water quality presentation looking at the existing data on Lake Osakis and JD2, why
certain sites are and are not monitored, background of the goals from the Sauk River CWMP, potential
brainstorming session on additional project concepts. If time allows, start talking about funding options.
Meeting schedule moving forward: monthly would be ideal, same day same time (3rd Monday of the
month at 9am).
The 3rd Monday of January and the 3rd Monday of February are Martin Luther King Jr. Day and
Presidents Day. Will talk about skipping or rescheduling in December.
SRWD staff will try to find way to have a hybrid meeting in December.
Meeting audio is available from the SRWD office upon request. A public data request form would need
to be filled out, and the party requesting the audio would be responsible for the cost of a flash drive or
disk. Meeting notes will be compiled after each meeting and posted on the SRWD website.
(www.srwdmn.org on the right hand side under Quick Links there will be a link for the JD2 Project Team.
As of November 23rd, 2021, the link has not yet been created). The team would like this process to be as
transparent as possible.
Next Meeting: Wednesday, December 20th at 9am at the SRWD Office with a goal of having a hybrid
option.
Commissioner Neumann provided an overview on the bonding process.
Final discussion around whether there is one project that will address all of the concerns – Boser
explained that it will likely be a combination of projects needed to address the concerns.
The information below was provided by Representative Poston’s assistant, and I wanted to share it with
the Team as we will be having funding conversations within the next few months (the process of
applying for and receiving the funding can take months to years):
Bonding Bills
•

What are they used for?
o “Bonding bills” allocate money borrowed by the state to public “capital improvement
projects” that local governments need completed. A capital project, in general, is to
acquire or improve fixed assets, such as land or buildings.
o In order to comply with the Minnesota Constitution, funds must be used “to acquire and
to better public land and buildings and other public improvements of a capital nature”
(emphasis added). So private entities cannot directly receive bonding funds, even if a
bonding project may generate private benefits.
o Bonding bills will often be for over 1 million dollars

•

What is required of the group spearheading the project?
o Bonding bills generally give money to a single local unit of government, though there are
instances where multiple units can receive funds
o The recipient of bonding money usually has to put up a 50% “nonstate match”, meaning
50% of the project’s funds need to come from sources other than the state. If a
bonding bill is passed to give $2 million to a county, usually the county has to raise $2

o

million of their own. There are sometimes exceptions for tax-stressed areas but this is
rare.
While not required, submitting a Capital Budget Request to Minnesota Management
and Budget (MMB) increases the chances of a bonding bill being passed. This involves
the local unit of government giving a detail description of the project to MMB. MMB
then evaluates the project, and submits all proposed projects to the legislature and
governor for review. It helps increase passage because it a) gives legislators more
familiarity with the project and b) gives MMB a chance to check for any glaring legal
issues.

•

How does the legislature get involved?
o A Capital Budget Request may lead to a stop on the “Bonding tour” in the fall of oddnumbered years, where members of the “Capital Investment” (Bonding) Committee
tour potential project sites. This year’s bonding tour is days away from finishing. Again,
this helps get the committee familiar with the project and helps the chances of passage.
o A legislator (House or Senate member—this applies to both) will offer an individual
bill for a project. It will specify the dollar amount needed to pay for the project, which
locality the money will be sent to, the local match amount, and what the funds will be
used for. The legislator will then ask that the bill be heard by the Capital Investment
committee.
o After that, the bill may be given a hearing in the Capital Investment Committee. But this
is not guaranteed.
o If the Capital Investment Committee agrees to hear the bill, it’s basically for
informational purposes, though a committee hearing increases a bill’s prospects. A
project will have about 3-5 minutes to present before the committee. Each evennumbered year, the Capital Investment committee hears presentations on dozens of
projects.
o After the Capital Investment Committee hears project bill presentations, the
committee chairs and ranking minority party members on the committee will
assemble an “Omnibus Bonding Bill”. This is a single large bill that includes dozens of
projects that were once individual bills.
o Most projects in the “Omnibus Bonding Bill” will have had a hearing in either the
House or Senate Capital Investment Committee. But not all of the projects heard in
the committees will get included in the “Omnibus Bonding Bill”.
o In order to pass the House and Senate, a 3/5 vote of both chambers is required. Then
the Governor needs to sign the bill.

•

How often do funding opportunities arise?
o Usually bonding “omnibus” bills are passed in the spring of even-numbered years, so
usually every two years. Occasionally there may be a small bonding omnibus in an oddnumbered year, but we didn’t pass one in 2021. On the flip side, there is nothing that
requires the legislature to pass a bonding bill. It is only custom that the legislature
passes a bonding bill every two years. There have been instances where the legislature
did not pass a bonding bill at all in an even-numbered year.
o Capital Budget Requests are due in June of odd-numbered years. More on that process
can be found here.

LCCMR (Legislative Citizen Council on Minnesota Resources)
•

What are these funds?
o Funds are used "for the public purpose of protection, conservation, preservation, and
enhancement of the state's air, water, land, fish, wildlife, and other natural
resources."
o Funds come from the Environmental and Natural Resources Trust Fund (ENRTF). This
was established in the Minnesota Constitution in 1988, and uses proceeds from the
lottery and investment income. This funding source is guaranteed through December
31st, 2024.
o Usually projects funded are in the 100s of thousands of dollars, but every year there are
a few projects funded that cost in the low millions
o LCCMR funds are supposed to supplement, not replace, traditional environmental
funding sources
o Unlike bonding bills, fund recipients can be nonprofits or private entities, though local
governments and state agencies/universities get most funds

•

What is the LCCMR?
o The Legislative-Citizen Council on Minnesota Resources is made up of 5 Senators, 5
Representatives, and 7 citizens of Minnesota. As shown below, the LCCMR makes
recommendations to the legislature on how to allocated funds from the ENRTF.
Currently, Sen. Ingebrigtsen is an LCCMR Co-Chair.

•

How does the funding process work?
o Usually in January of each year, the LCCMR issues its Request for Proposal. Here is a
blank sample proposal.
o Generally around April of each year, proposals are due.
o In the spring and summer of each year, LCCMR staff and members give scores to project
proposals, based on factors including how well the project adheres to the goals of that
year’s RFP
o Based on that scoring, in the fall the LCCMR will finalize the list of projects that will be
officially recommended to the legislature for funding. Official recommendation
requires 12 votes of the 17 member commission.
o The full legislature will then vote on the LCCMR’s recommendations, usually sometime
between January to May of the year after the RFP was issued.
o Assuming the recommendations get passed by the legislature and signed into law, the
project funds usually get disbursed in July.
o During this time, the LCCMR will work with agencies doing projects on a more specific
work plan, with plans approved shortly before funds are disbursed.

•

How often do funding opportunities arise?
o Annually, as shown by the timeline above.

Clean Water Fund

•

What are these funds?
o These funds aren’t directly subject to a legislator’s vote, but I wanted to include them
since they could be applicable to parts of this project. I’m sure this is all well known to
SRWD folks but I’d be remiss if I didn’t mention them.
o The funds come from the Legacy Amendment, which levies a 0.375% sales tax to pay for
environmental and arts projects through 2034.
o One of the purposes of legacy funds is to “protect, enhance, and restore lakes, rivers,
streams, and groundwater.”

•

How are these funds accessed?
o The Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR) offers a number of
competitive grants to promote clean water. Naturally, the terms of these vary.
o Funds usually are awarded to Soil and Water Conservation Districts and Watershed
Districts, sometimes cities
o These grants couldn’t fund the project fully, but it may help with parts of the process
like pre-planning phases of development.
o Further details can be found at the links above.

